READERS’ ADVISORY RESOURCES:
A Selection of Popular Links

BOOKS AND AUTHORS: http://books.wiseto.com/bna/

Use the Browse Title tab or the Search feature to find a specific book.

Click on the desired title and a page appears with the book’s bibliographic information as well as a plot summary, list of characters, genre, setting and time period, series information, subject as well as a list of similar titles.

WHAT SHOULD I READ NEXT: http://www.whatshouldireadnext.com/

Enter the title or author of a book that you like into the search bar.
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A list of books will appear. Click on the correct one. A list of recommended reads based on the one you like will appear. Click on the selected one and a new screen will open. Click on Info/Buy button next to the title to see the Amazon record for the item suggested.


Enter the author’s name, series title or book title into the appropriate space and/or select a category or genre.
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The database will display a list of series by a specific author as well as the titles of the books in the series in the correct order.

WHICHBOOK: http://www.whichbook.net/

This site makes book recommendations based on the range you choose for any four factors listed. Click on any one and slide the range indicator to the sport that matches the type of book you are looking for. Alternatively, specifics of the desired characters, plot, and setting can be selected and recommendations made based on those factors.
Clicking on the author tab at the top allows you to select an author, select a book by that author, and the site gives a list of readalikes.

Click on the **W List** link to find book lists on topics such as *weird and wonderful* or *laugh your pants off*. Click on the book’s cover to get a description.
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FANTASTIC FICTION: http://www.fantasticfiction.co.uk/

The main page of the site offers new books by genre with the release date listed. From the home page you can also browse through authors alphabetically or can search by author or book title. The author's page has a brief biography as well as: new books (with their anticipated release date), series lists in order, other works and books the author recommends.

Viewing the page for a specific book gives a plot summary, awards the book has won, links to page where book can be purchased, and information on different editions including hardcover, paperback, audiobook, and ebook format as well as readalikes by other authors.

*Note* Each site suggests readalikes based on different criteria and they are not all good matches for each person. For example, Fantastic Fiction suggested the Hunger Games as a readalike for Fifty Shades of Grey, however, topically these books are very different. Be sure to read the description of the book to decide what to read next.